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Given all the various issues with the food system………..
…..how can we decide on and influence change in the system?
…..how can we deal with uncertainty about the future, the complexity
of the system, understanding the impact of our decisions and
deciding on a way forward?

Washington Post, 30 March 2005

Sources of Uncertainty when thinking about the Future

Ignorance

Surprise

Volition

Understanding is limited

The unexpected and the novel can
alter directions

Human choice matters

Source: P. Raskin

MA: Four Working Groups
Condition
and Trends

Scenarios

 What is the current
 Given plausible
condition and
changes in primary
historical trends of
drivers, what will be
ecosystems and their
the consequences for
services?
ecosystems, their
services, and human
 What have been the
well-being?
consequences of
changes in ecosystems
for human wellbeing?

Sub-Global

Responses
 What can we do to
enhance well-being
and conserve
ecosystems?

 All of the above, at regional, national, local
scales

Methods to deal with Complexity and Uncertainty

Zurek &
Henrichs 2007

Scenario Definitions
Plausible stories about how the future might unfold from
existing patterns, new factors and alternative human choices.
The stories can be told in the language of both words and
numbers (Raskin, 2005).


Plausible descriptions of how the future may develop, based
on a coherent and internally consistent set of assumptions
about key relationships and driving forces (Nakicenovic 2000).


A tool for ordering one’s perceptions about alternative
future environments in which one’s decision might be played
out (Schwartz 1996).


Plausible alternative futures, each an example of what
might happen under particular assumptions (MA, 2005).


Possible purposes of a scenarios exercise



Science / Research
 to integrate information from different fields
 to explore possible developments



Education / Public Information
 to educate and teach public on new developments
 to raise awareness of policy-makers, stakeholders



Strategic Planning / Decision Support
 to gather different views and to identify issues
 to frame strategic issues, to identify alternatives
 to support policy measure development
 Stakeholder involvement depends on purpose

Types of scenarios



Qualitative vs. quantitative scenarios, or a combination



Exploratory vs. anticipatory scenarios



Baseline vs. alternative/policy scenarios

Source: Ecosystems and Human
Wellbeing: A Handbook for
Practitioners (2010)

Anatomy of Scenarios
Boundaries

Key Dimensions

•Multi-dimensional
space of variables

•Spatial
•Thematic
•Temporal

Current Situation

•Historic context
•Institutional description
•Quantitative accounts

Driving Forces

•Trends
•Processes

Image of the
Future

Critical Uncertainties

•Resolution alters course of events

Plot

•Captures dynamics
•Communicates effectively
Source: P. Raskin 2002

Options for comparing
across the scenarios

Example from the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment scenarios

Look for future
developments that are the
same in all scenarios

Same trend of rising world population up to 2050 in all scenarios, then
stabilization; exact population numbers in 2050 differ.
Global forest area declines up to 2050 in all scenarios: velocity of trends differs.

Look for uncertain future
Number of malnourished children in 2050 differs widely among scenarios.
developments, which differ Quality and quantity of available water resources by 2050 differ widely among
across scenarios
regions and across scenarios.

Identify trade-offs
described in the scenarios

Risk of trading off long-term environmental sustainability for fast improvement in
human systems (Global Orchestration).
Risk of trading off solutions to global environmental problems (requiring global
cooperation) for improving local environments (focusing on local solutions only)
(Adapting Mosaic).
Risk of trading off biodiversity conservation for food security (Global
Orchestration).

Identify policy options that Major investments in public goods and poverty reduction, together with
make sense in all scenarios elimination of harmful trade barriers and subsidies.
Widespread use of adaptive ecosystem management and investment in education.
Significant investments in technologies to use ecosystem services more efficiently,
along with widespread inclusion of ecosystem services in markets.
Source: Ecosystems and Human
Wellbeing: A Handbook for
Practitioners (2010)

Scenario exercises: used both in scientific assessments
as well as the business community









Strategic planning exercises during cold war period
Future studies in 1970s (e.g. Club of Rome)
Royal Dutch Shell develops scenarios method for business
planning in 1970/80s
Scenarios used as conflict management tool
(Montefleur scen. in SA, Colombia)
Scenarios exercises as part of integrated, global, environmental
assessments, such as the IPCC, GEO, MA in 1990s and 2000s

IPCC SRES scenarios

Millennium Ecosystem Assessment
Scenarios
World Development
globalization

regionalization

Global
Orchestration

Order from
Strength

TechnoGarden

Adapting Mosaic

reactive

Now new scenarios work in IPCC:
 Shared Socio-economic Pathways (SSPs)
 Representative concentration pathways (RCPs)

Ecosystem
Management

proactive

Forward looking exercises on the future of food –
some examples

Stakeholder
Workshop Narratives

GLOBIOM

Quantified Explorative
Scenarios

EU case studies

Fuzzy
Cognitive
Modelling

Transition Pathways

GLOBIOM

Quantified Transition
Pathways

 Review of existing
food system scenarios
Local case studies

 Synthesis of scenarios
on sustainable food
and nutrition security
for the EU

Thank you!
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